: Estimates of effective population sizes and reassortment rates from simulated genetic sequences. A Estimated effective population sizes and 95% confidence intervals (y-axis) vs. simulated effective population sizes on the x-axis. B Estimated reassortment rates and 95% confidence (y-axis) vs. simulated reassortment rates on the x-axis. C Posterior support for true reassortment events (y-axis) given the reassortment distance (x-axis). Inference of reassortment networks from sequences simulated with a evolutionary rate of 5 × 10 −3 mutations per site and year (top row) and 5 × 10 −4 mutations per site and year (bottom row). From left to right, the reassortment events are for networks with 2,3 and 4 segments. This is particularly true when we only look at reassortment events be-138 tween pairs of segments and drops when we look at 3 or 4 segments. This 139 decrease is driven by our definition that two reassortment events are only 140 the same if all segments reassort in the same relative direction at the same 141 time with exactly the same clade below the segment trees; a requirement 142 that becomes harder to satisfy as the number of segments increases. As 143 expected for methods that correctly take into account uncertainty, the 144 posterior support decreases when lower evolutionary rates are used to 145 simulate the sequences of the segments.
146
Joint inference from full genomes increases preci-147 sion in dating nodes 148 We compared the internal node ages inferred using the coalescent with 149 reassortment to ages inferred under the assumption that all segments 150 evolved independently under the standard coalescent model. To do this, 151 we first compiled datasets of several human influenza A subtypes, as well 152 as influenza B (details in the Materials and Methods). From each of these 153 we generated three datasets consisting of a random sample of sequences. 154 We then analysed each of these sub-sampled datasets once using the 155 coalescent with reassortment and once using a normal coalescent prior 156 with shared effective population size across all segments, but assuming highest posterior density (HPD) interval of node heights for each clade that was supported by both approaches with a posterior probability of 160 more than 0.5. We then normalized the difference between the lower and 161 upper bound of the 95% HPD interval, by the median node height estimate 162 to get the relative with of the HPD interval for each clade. As shown in 163 figure 2A, using the coalescent with reassortment reduces the uncertainty 164 of node height estimates of segment tree nodes by 34% for p2009 like 165 H1N1)up to 50% for influenza B.
166
Next we computed the distribution of clade supports for clades repre-167 sented in the MCC trees inferred using the two approaches. As shown in 168 figure 2B, segment tree clades are much better resolved when using the 169 coalescent with reassortment for all datasets. 170 We then compared the effective population sizes and evolutionary in-171 ferred using the two approaches. The coalescent with reassortment infers 172 higher effective population sizes for all datasets (see figure 2C ). This also 173 influences the inferred clock rates, since lower effective population sizes 174 put stronger weight on shorted branches and therefore larger clock rates 175 (see figure 2C ). We explain this discrepancy as follows. Coalescent events 176 closer to the tips are more likely between lineages that are for example 177 geographically more closely related and can be assumed to occur rapidly 178 and provide information about low effective population size values. Coales-179 cent events deeper in the tree on the other hand are more representative 180 of those between geographically more separated lineages. These events 181 therefore provide information about larger effective population sizes. Co-182 alescent events across different segments that occur close to the tips are 183 less likely to have encountered reassortment events. In the coalescent with 184 reassortment, they are therefore interpreted as one event, whereas in the 185 coalescent with independent segments, they are interpreted as eight. Co-186 alescent events deeper in the tree are more likely between lineages that 187 encountered reassortment events and are therefore more likely to provide 188 independent information about the population process. The coalescent 189 with independent segments assumes that all coalescent events provide the 190 same amount of information about the population process and will con-191 sequently favour information about the population process closer to the 192 tips. This leads to differences in the estimated effective population sizes 193 which then leads to differences in the estimated clock rates. 194 We also compared the performance of the two approaches by infer- Figure 2 : Comparison of estimates between the coalescent with reassortment and assuming that each segment codes for an independent realization of the same coalescent process. A Comparison of the relative width of the 95% HPD interval of segment tree node heights. The vertical axis shows the distribution of ratios of the relative width of the 95% HPD intervals of the coalescent with reassortment over the coalescent assuming independent segment evolution. The values show the median reduction in node height uncertainty when using the coalescent with reassortment over the coalescent with independent segments. B Comparison between the distribution of posterior clade support of segment trees found the maximum clade credibility segment trees. C Comparison between the inferred effective population sizes. When assuming each segment is an independent realization of the same coalescent process, the effective population sizes are inferred to be much smaller and much more certain. D Comparison between the inferred clock rates. The coalescent with reassortment infers lower clock rates. Next, we test if there is a fitness effect associated with reassortment events.
250
To do so, we classify every network edge from the posterior distribution of 251 inferred networks as either "fit" or "unfit". We define a fit edge to be any To test if this is the case, we calculated the number of reassortment we find higher rates of reassortment on fit edges (see figure S9 ) . We next 278 tested if for datasets sampled over short times (2 years estimates for unfit edges (see figure S10 ).
285
Finally, we sought to rule out the possibility that these patterns are 286 simply a property of our reassortment model. To do this, we simulated net-287 works under the coalescent with reassortment with the reassortment rates 288 and effective population sizes fixed to the mean values estimated from the 289 empirical data, and the network leaf times fixed to those from the same 290 data. We then recomputed the same fit/unfit reassortment rate statis-291 tics from these simulated networks (see figure S11 ) and found that the We here present a novel Bayesian approach to jointly infer the reassort-298 ment network, the embedding of segment trees and the corresponding 299 evolutionary parameters. We show that this approach is able to retrieve 300 reassortment rates, effective population size and reassortment events from 301 simulated data.
302
We have used this facility to show that there are larger differences in 303 the rates of reassortment across different Influenza viruses, and that reas-304 sortment events occur predominantly in fitter parts of the corresponding 305 reassortment networks. We propose that this is due to selection favour- Figure 4 : Estimates of reassortment rates on fit and unfit edges. A Here we show the number of reassortment events on fit and unfit edges of the networks divided by the total length of fit and unfit edges. Fit edges are defined as having sampled descendant at least 2 years into the future. Every other edge is considered unfit. These rates are shown for different human influenza viruses on the x-axis. The violin plots denote the distribution of theses ratios over the posterior distribution of networks. B Here we show the difference between fit and unfit reassortment rates. Values above 0 indicate that reassortment events are more likely to occur on fitter, while values below 0 indicate that reassortment events are more likely to occur less fit edges.
increase precision compared to, for instance, assuming segments evolve
The coalescent with reassortment is a continuous time Markov process that proceeds backward in time. It involves three possible events: sampling, coalescent and reassortment events. As is usually case for coalescent approaches, we condition on sampling events. These happen at predefined times and simply the number of active network lineages by 1. Coalescent events occur between two network lineages l and l at a rate that is inversely proportional to the effective population size Ne and reduce the number of active network lineages by 1. The smaller the effective population size, the more likely two lineages are to share a common ancestor, i.e. the more likely they are to coalesce. Upon a coalescent event, the segments that the parent lineage p of lineages l and l carries is the union of the segments that is carried by i and j, i.e.:
This coalescent events in the network only corresponds to a coalescent 336 event in a segment tree when the corresponding segment is present in 337 both C(l) and C(l ).
338
Reassortment events happen at a rate ρ per lineage per unit time.
339
A reassortment event on lineage l will increase the number of network 340 lineages by 1. The segments carried by lineage l are randomly assigned to 341 the two parent lineages p1 and p2. This means that the probability of the 342 ancestry of a given segment to follow p1, for example, is 0.5.
343
As we are not interested in the history of segments that are not ancestral to our sample, we explicitly integrate over this ancestry in our model. As with standard coalescent with recombination models, this is done by omitting non-ancestral events from the process and modifying the reassortment rate to exactly account for this omission. In our model, the events which are omitted are "reassortment" events on l in which the ancestry of every ancestral lineage in C(l) is assigned to the same parent. (Thus no true reassortment occurs.) Since each segment chooses its parent Here we give an example of a reassortment network where we track 3 different segments differentiated by the different colors through the network. Dashed lines denote segment lineages that do not have sampled descendants. As done in coalescent approaches, we track the network from the present backwards in time to the past. edge uniformly at random, the probability of either p1 or p2 being chosen as ancestral to all segments is
The effective rate of "observable" reassortments on lineage l is then simply 344 ρ(1 − f (l)).
345
Calculating the posterior probability 
351
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) include the network like-352 lihood P ( D|N, µ) , the network prior P (N |ρ, θ) and the joint parameter 353 prior P ( µ, θ, ρ). Each of these terms is discussed below. (The denomina-354 tor P ( D) is the marginal likelihood of the model and does not concern us 355 here.)
356
The network likelihood 
361
These tree likelihoods can be computed using the standard pruning algo-362 rithm (Felsenstein, 1981) .
363
The network prior plays the role of the tree prior in standard phylodynamic analyses. 368 We can calculate P (N |θ, ρ) by expressing it as the product of exponen-369 tial waiting times between reassortment, coalescent and sampling events, 
397
The total rate is the sum of the coalescence rate λ 
